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ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Hello, this is Alex Tetteh-Lartey. 

If you want to paint, draw or sculpt but haven't much schooling_ 
how do you get going? Zimbabwe provides one answer . That's later ln 
the programme for today's "Arts and Africa" is opened by Zazou Bikaye. 

MUSIC 

'Nostalgie' by Zazou Bikaye. 

ALEX TETTEH- LARTEY 

In a minute I'll be identifying the African components . Meanwhile, 
the message of this number is spelt out by Bony Bikaye. 

MUS I C 

'Noatalgie' by Zazou Bikaye. 

ALEX TETTEH- LARTEY 

Zazou Bikaye is an amalgam of two names - Hector Zazou and Bony Bikaye 
Bony, who's-4:he lead singer, comes from Zaire and Zazou, the com~oser, 
comes from Algeria. Not a common alliance Susan MacDonald thought when 
she met them in Paris. Hector Zazou, who's happy to speak in English, 
told Susan how their partnership began. 

HECTOR ZAZOU 

Oh we met very simply in a club in Paris where there were African 
musicians playing and we began to talk and exchange ideas about music 
and everything and we began to work together, that's all. You know, 
it's a very simple story. 

SUSAN MACDONALD 

Yes it is very simple but it is quite unusual isn't it, for you come 
from Algeria and Bony comes from Zaire. Isn't this quite an unusual mixtur1 
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HECTOR ZAZOU 

It is unusual because it didn't exist until now but I think that 
this kind of mix is more and more usual . I think that some Japanese 
musicians are now working with English musicians, you have Africans 
with Americans. I think the interesting thing about the musical period 
we are living in now is this big mix. 

MUSIC 

'Chief Bingo's Village' by Zazou Bikaye. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Zazou and Bikaye's music can be rather idiosyncratic with lots of 
western violins and cellos. Sometimes it can be fairly straightforward 
and popular. 

HECTOR ZAZOU 

The most visible part of the iceberg is dance music and electronic 
dance music, this means that we are using computers, synthesizers and 
we are_ trying to find in the machines something 'hot' and African. 
Because machines are the products of Western industries and we were 
trying to give to the machines some heat coming from Africa! (laughter) 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

While Zazou declares he's been most influenced in his compositions 
by Elvis Presley (from twentieth century America) and by Johann Strauss 
(from nineteenth century Austria), Bikaye's contribution is his voice 
and his ability to sing in Lingala, Kikongo, Swahili, in English and 
French, with some words thrown in from the Pigrny people. Another 
influence is from North Africa - as I've said, Zazou's from Algeria . 
Apparently that tradition isn't so easily accommodated . 

HECTOR ZAZOU 

If you use for example African notes, African notes and quarter notes 
and things like this, in three seconds you are going to recognise 
North African music. But it is used sometimes on written or on some 
modes transposed for Western instruments . 

SUSAN MACDONALD 

Now you were talking about the concerts that you do and Bony was 
telling me they're not necessarily in France, that you go all over 
Europe . You have just come back from Brussels . 

HECTOR ZAZOU 

Yes, all over Europe. We did a big tour in the Eastern countries -
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia; we played in the United States 
we have played in Africa. 

SUSAN MACDONALD 

You said you played in Senegal. 
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HECTOR ZAZOU 

In Senegal, yes . 

SUSAN MACDONALD 

And that went down well? 

HECTOR ZAZOU 

Yes it was a great experience because we played with local players. 
What we do as often as we can is to try to play with people living in 
the country we are visiting and trying to mix. 

SUSAN MACDONALD 

Yes, and do you plan any more African tours? 

HECTOR ZAZOU 

Yes, I think that we are going to tour in February of '87. 

SUSAN MACDONALD 

And are you going to play in Zaire? 

HECTOR ZAZOU 

I don't know! (laughter) 

MUSIC 

'Soki Akei' by Zazou Bikaye . 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Hector Zazou of Zazou Bikaye talking to Susan MacDonald in Paris. 

With the corning of independence in 1981 the National Art Ga l lery 
of Zimbabwe reopened a workshop for sculptors that had been founded 
back in 1957 by the Gallery's first Director, Frank McEwan. But now 
it caters for budding artists using all the main mediums - painting 
and drawing and so on as well as sculpting. The workshop's supported by 
the multinational British American Tobacco, and they recently brought 
over to London an exhibition of the student's work . Neville Harms 
was recently reporting on sculpture and sculptors in Zimbabwe for 
'Arts and Africa' so he went to see these exhibits and then talked to the 
workshop's instructor Paul Wade. Wade was born in Britain but he's 
married to a Zimbabwean and his home is in Harare where the workshop is. 
There's no Schoo l of Art yet and it's hardly taught at school - the 
revival of the Workshop was far from a planned expansion of the 
educational system, it sprang directly from peopl e's needs. 

PAUL WADE 

The workshop actually started by an ex-combatant corning into the 
Gallery and saying: "I want to learn art" and the education officer 
Doreen Sebanda provided an easel in the Gallery foyer and he just 
started work. So it became very apparent that we had to get the workshop 
going. 
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NEVILLE HARMS 

In a formal training system? 

PAUL WADE 

Well at first it wasn't. It was a six months pilot project and 
B.A.T., the company, said that they would sponsor it as a pilot project 
in 1981. I was the first full-time instructor and I actually set up 
a syllabus to follow and from a six month pilot project we now have a 
two year course. 

NEVILLE HARMS 

In the past in Zimbabwe, sponsorship of new artists has been very 
much on a very casual, informal basis. For instance, at Tengenenge, 
Tom Bloomfield gave some facilities and stone and he said: Get on with it. 
Now, is it like that at the B.A.T. workshop or is it much more formalised? 

PAUL WADE 

Well, I have structured it more so. In the first year there is an 
introduction into the four disciplines that we cover so at first we do 
three months of painting and drawing and then textiles and sculpture. 
and print-making . At the end of the first year there is a major 
assesment where some of the students will not go on to the second year 
but the ones who do go on, they then specialise in that one area for 
the whole year. 

NEVILLE HARMS 

Sculpture still forms a substantial part of the basis of the work 
doesn't it? 

PAUL WADE 

It does but this is the first year that I have more painters 
specialising than sculptors and to me I think that is a step in the right 
direction. As you know, Zimbabwean stone sculpture has an international 
reputation and what I would like to see, and the Gallery would like to 
see is good painters coming out of Zimbabwe rather than just sculptors 
alone. 

NEVILLE HARMS 

As far as the sculpture is concerned though, to what extent are 
they and are you encouraging them to operate in an already established 
tradition? 

PAUL WADE 

When I first arrived in Zimbabwe, and I think this must be the 
impression of the majority of people, the sculpture knocks you out, it 
is something quite beautiful and very powerful. And what I found was 
that this second wave of sculptors they were more or less copying too 
much from the ones who had gone on ahead. What I have tried to do is 
to introduce another way of looking at a piece of stone. For instance, 
and even that stone cannot be the only medium for sculpture and I have 
tried to introduce much more abstract concepts . If you actually look at 
the Zimbabwean stone sculpture there is always an eye, there is always 
a hand or some sort of beak or something. At the workshop I have been 
trying to get these sorts of ideas through. 
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NEVILLE HARMS 

Well, looking at the work that you have had in your exhibition here 
in London I have to say that I see an enormous gulf between the quality 
of the stone work, the sculpture, and the rest of the work. Frank1y 
I found the two-dimensional work, the painting and printing, extremely 
disappointing. Do you have that same feeling about it? 

PAUL WADE 

No, I feel quite encouraged with a lot of the painting and especially 
the prints. Some of the prints are quite beautiful. With sculpture 
the student has something to build on and as I was saying earlier it 
is the first time that I have more painters specialising than I have 
sculptors and I think it is a healthy start. It is student work, I mean 
you can't compare it to a mature artist's work, you can see that it 
is student work and some of my students - well, the majority of them -
have never had any academic art training at all, they come with raw 
talent to the Workshop. 

NEVILLE HARMS 

You don't think that you would produce a better product by simply 
giving them materials - paint, board or canvas to paint on, paper -
and saying: Get on with it, and leaving a group of artists to stimulate 
each other and to find a two-dimensional style of expressing themselves 
in the same way that the sculptors did? 

PAUL WADE 

I think it is important to have some sort of guidance. Once the 
student is in the second year he is very much on his own, if we can 
see a certain direction corning through we can push the student that 
way, but I do think instruction and guidance is important. 

NEVILLE HARMS 

On what sort of basis do you accept students into the workshop, 
what kind of qualifications do you require? 

PAUL WADE 

There are no formal qualifications required. All I require is 
some competence in some visual media. 

NEVILLE HARMS 

Acquired at school? 

PAUL WADE 

No, I mean most of them won't have had it at school, I do it 
through a portfolio basis. I've approached the education ministry 
to try and get some sort of na~ional certificate, at the moment we are 
just giving them a certificate of attendence. I have introduced 
'O' level and 'A' level and so far we have had a 100% results in passes. 
Last year eight of them did 'O' level and we got seven A's and one 
B which is good. 
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NEVILLE HARMS 

How long will it be before your job is taken over by a Zimbabwean 
born and bred? 

PAUL WADE 

Well that would be the ideal, I don't know what I would do then! 
(laughter). 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Paul Wade of the B.A.T . Workshop at the National Gallery of 
Zimbabwe and he was talking to Neville Harms. Next week at this time 
I'll be bringing you more on the arts of Africa . Until then this 
is Alex Tetteh-Lartey saying goodbye . 

MUSIC 

'Nostalgie' by Zazou Bikaye . 


